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RQ1: Why is branching used for CAD?
RQ2: What are the design shortcomings and gaps of existing 

branching tools?
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Branching and Merging in Software Development
• Branching and merging is a feature of distributed version 

control systems (e.g., git) for software development.1

• Developers create branches to work with a copy of the code 
without modifying the existing version.

• Branches are used to develop parallel versions, isolate the 
risk of code changes, and enable collaboration.
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Research Questions

Branching and Merging in CAD
• Is not a new concept in theory2, but has not been studied 

from a practical standpoint, from the user’s perspective.

• Offered by Onshape, SolidWorks PDM, 
and briefly, Fusion360 and GitHub.
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improve design

Researchers

Study further 
analogies 

between CAD 
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Hardware and software share common branching use cases, 
but there are some differences in branching practices:
1. CAD branches are often made with no subsequent merge.
2. Experimenting with multiple alternative/candidate designs 

is standard practice in CAD, but not in software.
3. Branching to fix design errors is much less common in CAD 

than in software (where bug fixing is widespread).

Shortcomings of Branching Tools (RQ2)

Figure 2. Taxonomy of CAD branching use cases. Orange use cases have not 
been previously mentioned in literature. A dashed border indicates the use 
case is an intended function of branching, but it is used as a workaround.

Figure 1. Number of forum posts collected from February 2021 to April 2022.

Figure 3. Frequency of mentioned use cases in the forum threads (n = 719).
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Figure 4. Comparison of software (left) and CAD (right) branch history, 
showing the challenge of poor visualization and navigation.

Product Line Management
• Ability to clean/prune the branch history (like git-rebase)
• Copy over notes or history to New Product Variant branch
• Poor visualization and navigation of long branch history:

Risk Isolation
• Lack of branch granularity at the part or sub-assembly level
• Ability to selectively merge changes, or “cherry-picking”
Designer Support
• Configure specific access permissions (e.g., view only, copy 

only, edit, ownership, and branch- or version specific access)

Product Line Management: serve the release/mainline version
Risk Isolation: isolate unapproved or unverified file changes
Designer Support: fulfill organizational or non-technical needs
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https://cad.onshape.com/help/Content/versionmanager.htm
https://help.solidworks.com/2018/english/enterprisepdm/fileexplorer/c_design_merge_branch.htm
https://www.autodesk.com/products/fusion-360/blog/branching-and-merging-in-fusion-360/
https://techcrunch.com/2013/09/18/github-adds-3d-modeling-features-that-make-it-a-printer-agnostic-choice-for-object-sharing/?icid=tc_github_art&tag=github
https://git-scm.com/docs/git-rebase
https://git-scm.com/docs/git-cherry-pick/

